Date: 2019

3-Day Tour to Sun Moon Lake & Alishan
Price
Departure Day: TUESDAY only
Adult: NT$ 12,500
Tour Code: 3A
Duration: 3 Days & 2 Night Tour
Child: NT$ 10,000
Pick-up: AM 08:00~08:30
Single room supplement: NT$ 4,000
Tour stops: (B) = Breakfast
Hotel or similar
Day 1:
Fleur de Chine Hotel, Sun Moon
Taipei－Sun Moon Lake
Taipei－Puli (a cultural and artistic town)－Sun Lake (Mountain-view room)
Moon Lake National Scenic Area－Round Lake (5-star)
Tour by bus (Wenwu Temple－Ita Thao Village
－Ci'en Pagoda－Xuanzhuang Temple－
Xiangshan Visitor Center)
Day 2:
Nice Prince Hotel, Chiayi (5-star)
Sun Moon Lake－Alishan－Chiayi (B)
Sun Moon Lake－Enbus for Alishan (Ali
Mountain)－Alishan National Scenic Area－
Forest Walking Tour: Sister Ponds, Shouzen
Temple, Giant Sacred Tree－Alishan Forest
Railway Experience－Chiayi
Day 3:
X
Chiayi－Taipei (B)
Chiayi－Southern Branch of the National
Palace Museum－Taipei








Puli: The people of Nantou county in central Taiwan are proud of the natural beauty of Puli, a small town at the
geographical heart of the island. The town is famous for its “four Ws”: weather, water, women, and wine.
Sun Moon Lake: The poetically lake is the most famous lake attraction in Taiwan. With over 100 square
kilometers, the lake got its name because the northern part of it has the shape of the sun and the southern part of
it has the shape of crescent moon (those two parts are separated by Lalu Island). “Autumn Moon Scene of the Sun
Moon Lake” is considered as the most attractive 12 sights in Taiwan.
Alishan: is famous throughout the island and parts of Southeast Asia for its forest recreation. A leisurely half-day
stroll along forested paths allows visitors to take in Alishan’s other attractions. The enchanting Sisters Ponds are
two small pools (one with a wooden bridge and pavilion) named for two lovelorn aborigine sisters who drowned
themselves there. Another attraction is the Three-Generation Trees – one growing out of another, and a third from
the second.
Southern Branch of National Palace Museum: To achieve cultural equity between the Northern and the
Southern regions of Taiwan, and to drive the cultural, educational, social, the Executive Yuan approved the
building Southern Branch of the National Palace Museum economic development in both regions, setting the
Southern Branch Museum as an "Asian Arts and Culture Museum."
The Southern Branch Museum will actively plan a variety of awe-inspiring exhibitions to fulfill its duty as a museum
for artifact collection, research, conservation, education, and exhibition as well as to introduce artifact-derived
leisure and recreational activities, and engage in cultural and creative operations.
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